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KEYNOTE PAPER 1

An ABC of institutionalising
gender
Georgina Ashworth, CHANGE
I speak from the experience of 15 years of advocacy for genderawareness, usually in very hostile or reluctant environments:
awareness, that is, of the significance of gender-determined roles,
relations, entitlements, and inequalities, discrimination and violence in
every area of human interaction. From this awareness new priorities,
policy, plans, and perspectives — and thus structures — should
emerge. Within this work two principles have operated. The first is the
making of space for other women to speak of the specific realities of
gender inequalities that concern them, rather than imposing our own
interpretations — but also without what can be a rather patronising
cultural and intellectual relativity. The second principle has been to
affirm, explore, and describe the links between local and global issues,
from community relations to the politics of international relations. In
the exercise of both these principles, CHANGE has given leadership
within and among the non-governmental, inter-governmental,
governmental, and academic spheres.
It has to be said that there is no organisation in the world that has
institutionalised gender-fair dimensions, relations, and perspectives
with any of the resolution, intellectual integrity, depth, or durability
really necessary to its accomplishment. So anyone starting out now
can take heart that they are not as far behind as they may think, while
they have the privilege of learning from others' mistakes and
omissions, perhaps more than from their actions. 'Gender' is not a
free-floating abstraction, nor an added paragraph to try to show
credibility, but a complex and wide-ranging set of issues requiring
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changes to the initial standpoint, to procedures, operations, and
management. As each organisation has different objectives as well as
structures, no single blueprint can be given, but some principles and
approaches are contributed as guidelines.
What follows is given in the form of a lexicon or alphabet, so that
everyone can dip into what seems relevant to their own organisation.
Politics is about the struggle to control meanings; therefore this guide
to meanings is to help in that struggle in the context in which it is
being waged. It is not an exhaustive list.

A is for:
Awareness, as in gender-awareness: it means being conscious that
nothing is gender-neutral; that ramifications arise from any words,
actions, or structures, any written statements (policy, plan) or any
behaviour which affects men and women differently. It implies a
willingness to pursue these ramifications, rather than note them.
Analysis: gender-analysis is both the simple comparing of the
numbers of males and females in a project/event/village/office/
community/ structure (even an image), and a more complex process
of examining the relations between those counted, defining who has
the right to, access to, or control of which resources, and noting age,
class, and ethnicity as variables.
Attitudes: it is sometimes said that attitudes are unimportant unless
they are expressed offensively or cause visible damage; however,
they are part of the ways in which people relate to each other, part of
hidden codes of behaviour; of tolerating what should not be
tolerated. Although the separation of the public culture from the
domestic usually creates the myths that men (unlike women) do not
exercise their private attitudes in public, nor should they be judged
by them, attitudes do bring with them the androcentric beliefs and
male superiority which are institutionalised in the home and by state
education; thus men (often) expect to command women in the public
space, and expect women to expect to be commanded. The
persistence of attacks and ridicule of 'political correctness' is
deliberately intended to obliterate thought about the wrongs
experienced by oppressed groups, and implies that oppression
should continue to be tolerated.
Acceptability, or acceptors, of 'new' concepts, processes, and
practices that result from adopting 'gender': it can also mean
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consumption and consumers, which gives an analogy with the
marketing of a new product, which may be a useful approach.
Acceptability depends on many psychological associations and
subjective factors, as well as relations determined by structure.
Accountability: a democratic principle meaning that you are
responsible or answerable to some one, or some people, for your
actions; it has in the past referred to accountability to the pay-master,
rather than to the electorate or participants in a project.
Association: used here not so much of a group of people related
through common interest to some common action, as of mental
association or links between different facts and phenomena,
especially between the private and public, which are usually formally
disassociated, though they are very visibly associated in women's
and (less visibly) men's lives. However, disassociation is also
important, because it is the way that many people, especially but not
solely men, determine what is irrelevant to their work, in which they
often include gender or 'women's issues'.
Affirmative (or positive) action: a commitment to create states of
equality and create the space for reflecting and acting on the genderlinked dimension of an organisation's activities, because historically
there has been bias, exclusion, and other active measures (like higher
marks to qualify for entry) against the participation and
representation of women and their interests, as well as the genderdetermined implications of their participation and the sector or
policy concerned.

B is for:
Behaviour — or behaviours, since there are many different patterns
and individual acts, even within one person, depending on the
context in which they are behaving. Behaviours are the outward
representation of attitudes; they are shaped by upbringing, but, as
any advertising executive knows, are not immutable. Women and
men, of different classes and ethnicities, are expected to display
different behaviours, with very much tighter boundaries around
female behaviour and very much more latitude, forgiveness, and
even impunity for aberrant male behaviours. This creates difficulties
for women in the work culture, and for the institutionalising of
gender.
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C is for
many words, not necessarily taken in order of importance:
Culture: every institution and organisation (office, tribe, clan, class,
business, political party, ministry) has its own culture, honed out of
its functions, objectives, traditions, finances, sex and class
composition, codes and rules — both written and unwritten. Every
culture is androcentric, with sex-discrimination entrenched, and bias
against the inclusion of women; this culture will affect the
acceptability of the changes implied by the introduction of gender
realities. All cultures are constantly adapting to change, so there is no
reasonable argument for their inability to adapt to the explicit
implications of gender, or to the eradication of features which are
discriminatory or destructive towards the female sex. Cultures create
gender roles and relations, although these are regulated by the state
(see below).
Contract compliance: a method of imposing an obligation upon a
supplier or co-participant in any enterprise to conform to established
standards of fairness and affirmative action and/or to the use of a
methodology, which could include gender-analysis. Although
frowned upon by Western governments as 'interference in the
market', it is actually, under another name, the basis of aid
conditionality (and even accountability to the tax-payers). States all
have obligations under the UN Charter to all their citizens to
guarantee and promote the equal enjoyment and exercise of rights, so
it is not such an alien concept or practice as many claim.
Content analysis: an examination of the substance, images, and
meaning of newspaper, film, book, or project proposal, which these
days should include the gender-linked implications of that analysis.
Competition, often regarded as the only desirable inspiration for
initiative, and identified with desirable masculine traits related to
ambition. Many men do not like competing with women, because they
are afraid of losing face if they lose; unfair criteria and qualifications
are imposed on women, often, to prevent such competition. However,
within economic competition, competitive advantage is the theory of
using cheap labour as the attraction for foreign investment; cheap
labour is usually female and/or young (including children).
Economies are structured to create competition instead of cooperation,
and labour forces are being increasingly feminised.
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Condescension: an attitude often used towards women which has
the effect of trivialising what they say, and sometimes 'infantilising'
the speaker, and therefore rendering the meaning of lesser or no
importance, in turn reducing the obligation to respond with policy or
action.
Caucus: an instantaneous, as well as longer-term, grouping created
out of people of like minds or purpose, to carry out a combined and
common function. A caucus is an extremely useful way of
transforming a conference or the wording of a document, and
developing strategies for the promotion of gender (see Making Every
Voice Count, CHANGE). The membership of organisations could
create a caucus to argue for and guide the institutionalising of gender.
Coalition: an association of individuals or organisations; rather like a
caucus, but there are more exchanges and trade-offs involved;
coalitions are useful for including and strengthening diverse
interests.
Class: a variable of some significance, concerned with both relative
economic power and a code of social values, and sometimes with
ethnicity; however, when determined by economic power, notions of
class are based on male occupations (professions, skills), and women
are subsumed into a class by marriage, even though their code of
values and ethnicity may be different.

D is for:
Data: which should always be disaggregated by gender, if they are to
have any real meaning and use for campaigning, policy, planning,
expressing the burden of proof.
Deadlines: which should be met; not doing so undermines other
people's work.
Democracy: a concept with many different interpretations, from the
formal and public casting of the vote for specific parties, to
participation in any communal decision-making, including that in
office cultures, factories, and the family ('the smallest democracy in
the world', according to the motto of 1994, UN Year of the Family).
Because so many formal and informal methods of discrimination and
exclusion exist (many still legitimately), many supposedly democratic institutions do not include women.
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Denial: the tendency to block out or refuse to acknowledge or accept
social phenomena (usually negative or destructive, or which enhance
the privileges of a particular sector, class, race, or sex), inequalities,
responsibilities, as well as personal behaviour, which is often
damaging to self or others; a common feature preventing the
incorporation of gender-awareness in corporate policy, which
therefore needs to be recognised and acknowledged.
Dichotomies: it is often said that Western thought-patterns are
disposed towards 'scientific' dichotomies, which are expressed
through our culture and affect all our thought-patterns, whether we
realise it or not: in/out; full/empty; black/white; absolute good/evil;
masculinity/femininity; work/non-work; war/peace; public/ private;
virgin/whore. These exclude the many shades of grey (and indeed
brown), the variety and interlinkage of experiences, as well as the
space for and value of alternative perspectives, views, values, ideas,
experiences, skills. Often these are false dichotomies, forcing us to like
or hate, accept or reject, confirm or dissent, include or exclude (and to
be liked, hated, accepted, rejected, included or excluded) where
gradations are more real and alliances, coalitions, consensus, synthesis
(and the making of mistakes) more realistic and more effective.
Durability: rather like sustainability, but less of a clich§; it means that
something lasts for a long time, regardless of the fluctuations in its
internal composition and in external climate and fashion (geographic
or political). Many of the liberal changes to women's status over the
past two decades would not necessarily pass a test for durability.
Development: most difficult to define; use your own definition.

E is for:
Economics: whether a science or an art is still not agreed, and subject
to many different theories and models, most of which are presumed
to be gender-neutral or gender-free. However, all theories, practices,
and policies are in fact deeply biased in terms of gender. For
example, consumption is geared towards male and female domestic
and public roles and behaviours, and production for consumption is
therefore intrinsically gender-determined. The exclusion of unpaid
work is a feature of the theories of the founding fathers of economics,
who simply denied its importance (something which also reflected
their pampered class status), perpetuated by the current fathers even
of 'alternative' economic theory. International as well as company
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competition operates by building a gender-bias into the labour force
and avoiding responsibilities to create equalities in pay, treatment,
etc. Structural adjustment of the economy is not gender-neutral,
presuming certain male roles and taking advantage of female ones,
including the supposedly 'free' disposition of time (see
SEXONOMYCS, published by CHANGE).
Empowerment: the recognition from within oneself of capabilities
and capacities to exercise influence, power, and leadership in some or
all social relations; and then going out and acting on that recognition.
Equality: a word usually used without enough thought. Sometimes it
means 'without discrimination, equal before the law or in status', and
is often used with 'opportunity of treatment'; but, as women and
men are exposed to such different cultural conditioning, and women
are constrained by the fact of biological reproduction as well as their
assigned social-reproductive roles (house-work, child-rearing, and
relative-care), such a simplistic use tends to obliterate differences, as
well as to render equality something confined to public space. My
preferred definition is 'the legal and social capacity of women and
men to mobilise and manage domestic, community, national and
international resources on an equal basis'.
Equity: fairness, the application of the principles of justice (to correct
or supplement the law); therefore an important principle behind
efforts to institutionalise gender.
Ethics: moral standards of belief and behaviour between people,
which should substantiate the arguments for institutionalising
gender on the grounds that it will bring about social justice; however,
cost-effectiveness often adds the final push, since the individualism
of our own culture is not conducive to a strong sense of social or
community responsibility. Morality has also often been identified
with sexual behaviour, rather than with broader ways in which
people relate to and treat each other in all contexts. Women have
been excluded from determining what are ethical or moral beliefs
and behaviours, even when they concern reproductive rights or
issues, which have therefore been used to control and restrain them.
Evaluation: an appraisal and assessment of a project, programme, or
process, all too often not addressing the quality of participation of
women as well as men, because the terms of reference do not require
it, or exclude its importance. A genuine evaluation of democracy, in
all its component institutions, would demonstrate a low quality of
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participation, based substantially on exclusions and disincentives
(see When Will Democracy Include Women?, published by CHANGE).

Exclusion: the perpetration or result of shutting or keeping someone,
or some group, out of a place, group, privilege, or process, and
thereby rendering it unnecessary to include their concerns and
perspectives. Exclusion is probably more pervasive than
discrimination, and has been fundamental to the formation of
androcentric institutions and their procedures.
Ethnicity: having a common cultural or national tradition, by birth or
descent (still through the male line by definition and law); a
recognised variable in gender-relations — although gender is not
always recognised as a variable in ethnic relations — which leads to
demographic competition, strengthened cultural constraints for
women, their behaviour and their rights, as well as rape as a weapon
for humiliating 'the other side'.

F is for:
Framework: an outline of actions creating an environment in which
people interact, usually with a purpose or set of objectives in view. A
framework is necessary for institutionalising gender, and it should
include creating the space for discussion, planning, and execution
between all departments, divisions, branches, units, or sectors, and
creating clear responsibilities for immediate and phased follow-up.
Feminism: a human rights movement; sometimes, as in 'postfeminism', said to have achieved its goals. This is patently absurd,
but the term is used to block gender-fair initiatives and protect the
speaker's privilege, while also vilifying feminism and feminists.
Focal points: a rather fashionable expression for people (preferably
women) who take responsibility for the introduction, management,
and monitoring of gender-fair policies in a certain section,
department, unit, or ministry. The powers of terms of reference of
focal points are very important to the achievement of this process.
There are 'focal points' for 'women's affairs' in some governments
and/or government departments; these are often men, in the still
mistaken Civil Service belief in the 'sexless desk', i.e. that the person
behind the desk is not significant, as administration and management
are objective; and also that there is no relationship between gender
and the structure of the organisation.
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G is for:
Gender discrimination: discriminatory beliefs, procedures,
restraints, or acts which are based on disadvantage and impede or
impair the freedom of movement, belief, of one sex or the other,
absolutely or relatively.
Gender training: the process of raising awareness of the gender
dimensions, perspectives, or implications of an activity, and/or
planning on the basis of that awareness.
Gender-violence: any form of male violence against women and
girls, often immune from social disapproval or punishment because
of male privilege and control of the definition of the rules and
resources. There is before the UN Assembly a Declaration on
Violence Against Women, with a fairly good description, which is
useful to quote to those who believe that gender-violence should be
tolerated. Gender-violence has been outlawed in the new Declaration
and Programme of Action for Human Rights.
Gender perspectives: by this we mean 'recognition of the multiple
forms of subordination and discrimination experienced by women
with respect to men. These forms are experienced differently but
nevertheless discriminatorily by women of different ages, ethnicity or
race, socio-economic conditions, disabilities, sexual preferences,
geographical location, etc' (La Nuestra, Latin American Women's
Conference on Human Rights, 1993).
Gender-roles and relations are instituted and maintained by
marriage and family laws, by tax and social-security regulations,
even by company law, all of which (even unwittingly) incorporate
and perpetuate traditional or religious interpretations of 'desirable'
male and female roles and behaviours; therefore all of these require
constant reform.

H is for:
Humanrights,both in philosophy and standards of egalitarian social
relations, backed by international law, and in daily living in all the
immediate contexts in which humans interact.
Hierarchy: a firmly established order of command and values, in
which the top level transmits downwards and enjoys privileges not
available to the lower levels. Many cultures are steeply hierarchical
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and full of deference, for class or age rather than experience and
actual contribution. More rarely used is the expression 'heterarchal',
meaning an organisation of the latter type, in which tasks and
contributions are more important.

I is for:
Image: conveys the objectives and rationale of an institution
(including a society, family, office, academic theory, development
education unit), or what those in command want to see interpreted as
the objectives and state of their organisation. Some organisations and
individuals deal only in images, either by virtue of their activities or
because there is no substance to their actual work/actions/ thoughts.
Integration of women in development: the official expression of the
1980s. It has limitations partly because of the difficulty of defining
'development', but also because it ignores the realities of society's
dependency on women's many different functions; its concentration
on women also often neglected the context of power-relations, social
and institutional barriers, and the problem of time, all of which are
determined and distorted by gender.

L is for:
Language: the language we all employ in informal and formal materials is important, because it symbolises and communicates attitudes,
meaning, potential behaviour, sincerity of intention, and our own
understanding. There are many who deny the significance of words
like 'man' and 'mankind', 'he' or 'chairman', as indicators of personal
and collective (corporate) perception of authentic leadership and
authority. Many who ridicule the idea of adapting language to demonstrate an active commitment to equalities and the abolition of exclusion
(what is sometimes known as 'political correctness') are executing
denial of the importance of the issues and hoping they will go away.
Language (in the form of jargon) is often used to stake out
impenetrable territory, to obscure social obligations to act or interact
with others, and to avoid responsibilities to take ethical decisions. For
those of us with English as our first language it is extremely important
to realise that some expressions, including 'gender' itself, are not in
current use in other languages, or do not translate with ease; therefore
it is important to work out translations for concepts, not least in order
to make sure we are all conveying the same facts and ideas.
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Leadership: a quality characterised by taking the initiative or the lead
in any location or level, once or consistently; to some it merely means
giving orders from the top, and is identified with a tradition of education and training (in UK fee-paying schools, for instance) which
endows already privileged people with further entitlement to take formal leadership positions, regardless of their capabilities. However,
leadership on gender issues may come from any source or level.

M is for:
Masculinity: a variable set of attitudes and behaviour authenticated
by a culture, but usually with traits assuming leadership, and the
rejection of its opposite, femininity, or of female 'roles'.
Man: a term used for individual men, as well as a 'generic term'
which users claim includes women, but which actually reinforces
men as the political actors, the authentic humans, and makes women
invisible or insignificant, while assuming their consent to any
'generic' policy or political act. 'Man', 'mankind', 'man-made' should
be replaced by the use of 'person', 'human being', 'humankind', etc.,
unless specific male responsibilities are implied. (Refer also in your
own language to the generic, polite, and categorical words.)
Management: the process of administration, deployment, and
monitoring of resources, human, financial and physical needs. As a
process of organisation, management is the key to integrating and
implementing the gender-dimension of each and every project and
programme of an organisation. 'Management' is also used to refer to
people at the higher administrative and policy-making levels of an
institution. In order to institutionalise gender, data disaggregated by
sex, gender-analysis, and statements of intent all need to be
integrated explicitly (and not implicitly) into the management (and
therefore all the procedures and processes) of any organisation.

N is for:
Neutrality: nothing is gender-neutral, be it transport or democracy,
irrigation or good governance; everything has gender-specific
dimensions, perspectives, and implications, even virtually all-male
sectors like mining. Gender-neutrality is often asserted by those who
do not want to admit that they have not identified the relevant genderdetermined features, or by those who want to hide gender-bias.
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O is for:
Organogram: a diagram of the organisational structure of an
institution or event, best when showing lines of executive
responsibility and real linkage, not merely a pyramid of boxes with
titles. It is useful to know at which point to insert the discussion,
readings, and policy on gender, gender training, etc. To bring about
the real changes in awareness, procedures and structures that are
entailed requires entry points on at least three levels to every distinct
division/department: commitment from the 'top' (the formal
leadership), from a person or section with responsibilities for the
substance of that department, and from the grassroots workers; each
has different forms of power to include or exclude the implications of
gender.
Oppression: another big word which frightens many people from
recognising that parts of their own lives may be oppressed, or leads
to denial that, as part of the privileged groups (e.g. men, employed,
white, in different circumstances), they are beneficiaries of the
oppression or exploitation of others, and do not therefore take
responsibility for being part of the movement to create equity.
Oppression, like development, is often used in league tables, which
does not help the individual being oppressed: for instance, if a
woman is being battered to death in South Oxford, it does her no
good at all: to know that the UK claims to have a good human rights
record and is among the richer countries in the world (although, by
one calculation, it has just dropped below China and India).

P is for:
Parity: equality in numbers, a principle being adopted in the Council
of Europe as a target for male/female participation in any delegation
or structure.
Practice: common behaviour in the execution of a task, sometimes
expressed as 'praxis'.
Participation: a word often used loosely to mean merely being 'in the
room' or 'in the process', but without any evaluation of whether the
people referred to as participating are on the margins, at the back,
able to speak, able to be heard, or given a response; true participation
implies space for autonomous activity.
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Patriarchy: another word to use sparingly, although it neatly sums
up many attitudes and behaviours, because it can set up opposition
to gender issues before you have started.
Planning, as in gender planning, is a method of preparing for a
project, programme, or policy which uses gender-analysis of the
present situation and for projection into the future, and which
therefore aims to address and overcome (with short-term and longerterm strategies of affirmative action) the inequities and problems
revealed by the analysis.
Power, a big word that frightens many of us off and makes us rather
ineffective: often defined as the capability to exercise control over
others by controlling the resources and sources of information.
Sometimes 'power' sounds like some lofty cloud on which you
belong, or do not; whereas we all have power in some areas of our
lives, and it is a very relative thing.

R is for:
Responsibility: taking responsibility for their own actions is difficult
for many people, especially men and younger people, because of the
structure of social power, the segmentation of public from private,
and of many occupations. Girls in many societies and adult women,
because of their culturally-determined domestic tasks, work through
a process from initiation to end product (including pregnancies), and
are therefore more used to knowing the outcome of their inputs.
However, socialisation of male headship/leadership does also create
a tendency to 'pass the blame and take the credit', and jurisprudence
and the law (at least in the Western tradition) are inclined to blame
the victim, if it is female or 'nature'; this concentrates on the victim
rather than the perpetrator, letting him off, as well as trapping us into
playing victims to get attention. Taking responsibility for an act of
sexual harassment is an example.
Restructuring: the act and process of rearranging and reorganising
the management of a country's (or an institution's) economy or a set
of relationships, usually associated with 'structural adjustment' and
therefore considered something that takes place elsewhere; however,
societies are constantly being restructured by one policy or another
(and therefore by politicians and decision-makers rather than
'invisible hands'), and usually use traditional gender-determined
roles to maintain stability.
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Representation: a democratic principle, but one at present
interpreted as though there were no gender-specific needs or rights
(or wrongs), and therefore considered neutral; it is not.
Rights, often the missing word from the literature on women and/or
gender and development. Its omission has been used to keep women
(and, in different circumstances, classes and ethnic groups) out of
many areas, and to sustain male (class and group) privilege; this acts
partly as a denial of the realities of gender discrimination, and partly
as a euphemism, using less assertive words (e.g. 'access'), which are
less easy to evaluate.

S is for:
Substance: the essential material of a process or project; therefore, if
it ignores the realities of half the population, it is incomplete and
inadequate for planning or policy.
Sexism: the -ism which is rarely used, compared with 'racism',
'imperialism', 'colonialism', in UN language and in current exchange,
suggesting the presence of denial and refusal to come to grips with
attitudes, behaviours, language, and structures which are offensive to
women and uphold male privilege.

T is for:
Terms of reference: the written guidelines to a project, programme,
job, occupation, organisation. These may be appropriate or
inappropriate, deliberately or unconsciously (and points between);
thus, sometimes failure may be built into a project because of
inappropriate terms of reference, though it will be the project and not
the terms of reference which will be questioned or blamed.
The ToR for gender 'focal points', units, etc., are critical, for they
determine who reports to whom, how much lateral as well as vertical
interaction is encouraged/discouraged, what resources they can use,
what external catalysts can be included, etc.

U is for:
Unwritten or coded rules and attitudes, which often have the
deliberate or casual effect of exclusion and discrimination.
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V is for:
Values, a word with an immutable and rather metaphysical (godgiven rather than man-made) sound to it, but one which is often used
by people approving their own views and rejecting alternative
principles.

W is for:
Women: a word fast being replaced by 'gender', which is not always
correct, as the specifics of women's experiences, history, economic
contribution, and as political actors and organisers often need to be
emphasised, as well as the inequalities which are specific to being
women (or girls); 'gender' maybe used as a substitute for action, a
blind with which to deny the realities (e.g. of the division of labour),
of what men do, which relieves them of responsibilities for them.

Y is for:
Youth, a collective noun which needs breaking down. Young men
and young women have very different experiences in different
societies, which are not recognised or accommodated by the
homogeneous use of this word. Girls of 12 and upwards are married
and reproducing in many societies, others are enclosed in purdah,
most are working as many hours as grown women (and often more
than adult men, let alone their male peers), and consequently are not
enjoying a youth of sport and study and self-development. The
implications for policy are immense.

Z is for:
Zeal, a quality necessary, along with determination and
perseverance, for advocacy on gender and development.

(Note: Thanks are due to Georgina Ashworth for permission to
reproduce this text, which was originally published by CHANGE in
an edited form.)
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Gender-aware policy and
planning: a social-relations
perspective
Naila Kabeer, Institute of Development Studies, Sussex
Since 1984, IDS has been running a three-month course called 'Women,
Men, and Development', intended for a mixed constituency of
planners, researchers, and development activists. In this paper, I offer a
brief outline of the analytical framework that has evolved over the life
of the course.1 Our framework takes a rather wide-ranging approach.
First of all, while we recognise that the domestic domain is an
important site of gender-based inequality, we do not believe that
gender inequality is purely a matter of familial relationships. Rather it
is an aspect of all spheres of life, including many of the institutions
responsible for development policy and planning. Secondly, we see
gender as an important and frequently overlooked aspect of people's
experiences of inequality. However, while gender is never absent (as
Ann Whitehead puts it), it is always intertwined with class and other
social relations. A gender analysis must be embedded within a broader
social-relations framework. And thirdly, while we recognise that
accurate information about existing gender-relations is an important
prerequisite for good policy and planning, we also argue for the need
to change many aspects of these existing gender-relations.
There are three stages to our framework. The first is a review of
policy options (Policy Review A and B); the second analyses the
institutional relations of gender (Institutional Analysis A and B); and
the third attempts to integrate this analysis into the planning process
(Analysing Interventions A, B, C, and D).
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Stage 1: Policy Review (PR) — gender and policy
options
The first step in our analysis (see Figure 1) looks at some of the
different ways that gender might be present — or absent — in policy
interventions. It also helps to clarify some of our terminology. We use
the term 'gender-blind' to refer to policies which, while often
appearing neutral (they are couched in abstract, generic categories,
such as communities, labour force, the poor, etc.) are implicitly male-

biased, because they are premised on the notion of a male actor and
men's needs and interests. Greater gender-awareness in formulating
policy requires that rather than relying on preconceived and timeless
notions about gender-determined roles, we recognise the dynamic
and differentiated nature of empirical reality and constantly check
our assumptions with this reality.
Greater gender-awareness may lead to three alternative
approaches to policy:
• Gender-neutral policies: Gender-neutrality in policy relies on
accurate information about the existing gender-based division of
resources and responsibilities, in order to ensure that policy
objectives (whether related to productivity or to welfare) are met in
the most efficient way possible. Gender-neutral policies attempt to
target the actors appropriate to the realisation of pre-determined
goals; they leave the existing division of resources and
responsibilities intact.
• Gender-specific policies: Advocacy on behalf of women and
recognition of past neglect of women's gender-related needs has given
rise to policies which favour targeting activities and resources which
women are likely to control or benefit from. However, without some
transformative potential built into them, such policies are also likely to
leave the existing division of resources and responsibilities intact.
• Gender-redistributive/transformative policies: These seek to
transformexisting gender-relations in a more democratic direction by
redistributing more evenly the division of resources, responsibilities,
and power between women and men. Gender-redistribution is the
most politically challenging option, because it does not simply seek to
channel resources to women within the existing framework, but may
require men to give up certain privileges and take on certain
responsibilities in order to achieve greater equity in development
outcomes.
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Gender-blind policies
(often implicitly male-biased)

1
Rethinking assumptions
Rethinking practice

Gender-sensitive policies

Gender-neutral
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to meet targeted needs
of one or other gender
within existing distribution of resources and
responsibilities)

Gender-redistributive policies
(interventions intended to transform existing distributions in a
more egalitarian direction)

Figure 1: Policy Review (A)
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These different approaches need not cancel each other out. It may
be the case that in certain contexts, the adoption of gender-neutral or
gender-specific policies provides women with new, socially valued
resources on terms which strengthen their bargaining power, and
help them to renegotiate their position within the family and
community. Ultimately it is the intentions as well as the kinds of social
relationships which different policies embody for women and men
which determine their potential for redistributive or transformative
goals.
The next step in our analysis (see Figure 2) summarises some of
the official, academic, and grassroots attempts to influence the policy
discourse in development. The welfare approach which characterised
pre-WID development thinking has been criticised because it cast
women as non-productive dependants, concerned only with family
welfare. Early WID advocacy argued for equality of opportunity in
development to counter the adverse effects of development on
women. However, as Mayra Buvinic points out, the redistributive
connotations of such arguments — and in particular its relevance for
the development agencies themselves — led to its displacement
within mainstream development agencies by an emphasis on women
as part of a poverty-alleviation agenda. More recently, an efficiency-

poverty alleviation
and basic needs

Welfare

•

equality of
opportunity

equity

tt
empowerment
Figure 2: Policy Review (B)

^ efficiency
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oriented discourse is evident within certain donor agencies which
stresses women's productive roles. It reverses the earlier argument
that women needed development by arguing that development
needs women: failure to take account of differences in gender-linked
roles leads to the underutilisation of women as a productive
resource, and carries high efficiency costs.
However, a more radical version for equity is also evident in
recent texts; it argues for the need to reinstate social welfare
provision as a complement, rather than an alternative, to efficiency
considerations. It suggests that the problem with the old welfare
approach lay not in the kinds of needs it sought to address, but in the
assumptions and welfarist relationships which it embodied. A new
definition of equity, put forward for instance by Diane Elson, would
stress the interaction between women's contributions in building the
family and making a living, and hence the interdependence of
welfare and efficiency. Finally, there is a concern with women's
empowerment which emerged out of grassroots activism. The
DAWN group, for instance, calls for a transformation of existing
social relations from the vantage point of the most oppressed sections
of our societies: women who are disenfranchised by class, race, and
nationality.

Stage 2: Institutional Analysis — gender and
institutional relations
The approaches adopted and the interventions they give rise to will
depend on the kind of analysis used to identify the problem and seek
solutions. The analytical framework we are suggesting here draws
attention to the way in which gender is constructed as a relationship
of inequality by the rules and practices of different institutions, both
separately and through their interactions. What are these institutions,
and how does gender operate within them? We are concerned here
with four key institutional sites within the development process:
families/households; market; state; and community. 2 Most
institutions tend to operate both with official ideologies concerning
their goals and procedures, which disguise both implicit goals, and
with informal operations which also shape institutional outcomes
(see Figure 3). Very few admit to unequal and unfair relationships,
yet very few are egalitarian. These official ideologies are often
reproduced uncritically in social-science textbooks and popular
discourse, and will be familiar to most of us. The compartmentalised
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Figure 3: Institutions: the official picture

nature of the social sciences has led to the treatment of the key
institutions of development as somehow separate and distinct from
each other, the subject matter of different disciplines. However, the
inter-disciplinary nature of both gender studies and development
studies has made it increasingly clear that these different institutions,
while operating according to quite distinct ideologies and
procedures, also share common norms and assumptions which lead
to the systematic production and reinforcement of certain social
inequalities. .

state

rules
people
resources
activities
power

community

market

Figure 4: Institutions: the unofficial picture
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To get at these norms and practices, it is necessary to move
beyond the official ideologies which characterise different
institutions; to 'deconstruct' them by examining the actual social
relations and processes by which they are constituted. Figure 4
makes the point that most institutions are hierarchically organised —
with gender as one of the central organising principles. They are also
mutually constituted. State policies shape intra-household outcomes;
but equally members within households can subvert or constrain
state activity. Community norms and organisations can block the
ability of states to improve individual circumstances. And marketbased processes feed back to determine intra-household
relationships. Gender, as we have pointed out, is one axis of
inequality within institutions; class, race, nationality, caste, and
religion all assume a different significance in different contexts as
other axes of inequality. In some context, age and life cycle may also
determine how individuals and groups fare. We point to five aspects
of social relations within institutions as significant to the analysis of
social inequality in general, and to gender inequality in particular.
At one level, institutions can be seen as a set of rules. These refer to
the official norms and practices of an institution, along with the cluster
of unofficial values, norms, procedures, and practices which also affect
institutional recruitment, allocation, promotion, exit, and process; in
other words, how things are done. Such rules can be experienced as
enabling by some members or in some contexts, and constraining by
others or in others. Institutions are about practice: certain things get
done in certain ways within them. Institutionalised rules enable certain
kinds of recurring decisions to be made with an economy of effort; but
they also entrench how things get done. Institutions are about
resources; all institutions are sites for the production, management,
distribution, or exchange of resources which may be material (such as
food, capital assets), human (labour and skills), or intangible
(information, contacts, political clout). Institutions can also be seen as
constituted by particular categories of people; institutions typify
certain kinds of actors doing certain kinds of actions. Finally,
institutional rules, resources, and practices determine how authority
and power are distributed among its membership. Few institutions are
egalitarian; rather the unequal distribution of rights and obligations,
resources and responsibilities ensures that certain individuals or
categories of individuals tend to exercise authority and decisionmaking power over others. Such power gives them both a stake in the
status quo and the capacity to defend it.
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A Rules (Official ideologies and goals): Regulations;
codes of behaviour; principles of inclusion and exclusion
B People: Who is allowed in/who is excluded, who is the
institution intended to serve?
C Resources: How are resources of authority and
goods/services distributed among those associated with
the institution?
D Practice: Behaviour; activities; tasks; rituals and ceremonies; procedures
E Power: Institutions define relations of power and authority between individuals and categories of individuals,
based on institutional rules, resources, and practices
Table 1: Gender-relations within institutions

Table 1 shows a 'snap-shot' of gender-relations within institutions.
A more complex analysis is necessary to explore how gender
interacts with other forms of social inequality to produce very
different outcomes for different groups of women and men, but —
for the present purposes — we focus on gender. Drawing on the
preceding analysis, the table suggests that for any institution, we
need to analyse the rules, resources, practices, and hierarchies of
command and control in order to uncover how gender is constituted
as a relationship of inequality within it.
The point is that these various elements act simultaneously and
mutually to reconstitute institutional structures. The rules and
resources structure practice: who does what and how; who gets what,
and who benefits. Thus,households and community norms may
govern who is recruited into the household through marriage and
who leaves through marriage; in some situations, they may also
determine who survives as a member. Where men are seen as
primary or sole breadwinners, it is likely that they will be favoured in
the intra-household distribution of productive resources and claims
on the household product (inheritance rights; access to land; health,
food, and cash). Very often these same norms underpin state policies
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and explain their tendency to favour men over women in the
distribution of official resources.
In the case of the official agencies of development (whether an
NGO or government), the official rules of recruitment or service
delivery often appear neutral, based on meritocratic principles.
However, implicit bias or unofficial practices will determine who is
allowed in and who is kept out. For instance, many bureaucracies
made their rules at a time which gender issues were not on the
development agenda. What is becoming clear now is that these rules
— vertical career structures with no scope for lateral entry;
uninterrupted work experience as promotion criterion; the practice of
frequent transfers; emphasis on formal qualifications, often beyond
what is necessary for a job — have, whatever their original intentions,
ensured that these organisations are largely male-dominated. To
allow more women in would require a change of rules.
To take another example, an NGO may say it is working with 'the
poor' but, in reality, its rules and procedures ensure that it is a very
selective group of poor people who benefit. Targeting (unspecified)
heads of households, or rules that only one (unspecified) household
member will be allowed access to resources, will in most situations
translate into favouring male members of the low-income
households. Or if an NGO is staffed primarily by men, there are
likely to be limits in the extent to which it directly reaches poorer
women within the community or is willing to address issues of
gender power. This should not be taken literally to mean that men
cannot work with women. What it does mean is that the presence of
women within an organisation, particularly a controlling presence,
will influence the rules and culture of that organisation in a way that
is likely to make it more approachable to women from
disenfranchised sections of the community.
Figure 5 draws attention to the fact that gender-linked inequalities,
like other social relations, did not arise out of nowhere. They are the
products of historically constituted practices and, as such, they have to
be reconstituted through practice. Because naturalistic ideologies have
served to conceal the social basis of gender-relations more than most
forms of inequality, and because the implications of gender-based
inequality are experienced within the most intimate and personalised
domains of our existence, it is often difficult to appreciate that genderrelations are a social product with a history. It is important to see gender-relations not as a given, but as something dynamic, something
which we are all implicated in through our practice. However, we are
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implicated in different ways, and that is where the potential for transformation is likely to come. Maxine Molyneux's distinction between
the practical and strategic concerns which arise out of existing genderrelations is useful here. As women and men are embedded in specific
divisions of resources and responsibilities, they are likely to have certain practical needs which reflect their institutionally ascribed obligations. However, because this division is an asymmetrical one, they are
likely to have very different and often conflicting strategic genderinterests in challenging or defending the existing divisions. While the
practical gender-needs of women and men can be met within the
domain for gender-neutral or gender-specific policies, it is the potential
for contradiction and conflict arising out of their strategic gender-interests which provides the rationale for a gender-transformative
approach. However, what Figure 5 also suggests is that we can change
institutional rules and resources but, unless this is also accompanied
by a change in practice, such change is unlikely to be sustainable.

Stage 3: Analysing Interventions (AI) — gender,
institutions, and policy analysis
What does all of this say for the design of policy interventions?
Reduced to its basics, all development efforts, whether micro or
macro, private or public, can be seen as a technical relationship
between ends and means — where we can divide means into those
which feed directly into the final goals and those which are only
indirect means (see Figure 6). The mobilisation of resources by which

indirect means

resources as inputs

I

I

direct means

resources as outputs

I

I

en(js

broader goals
(human well-being)

Figure 6: Analysing interventions (A)
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means are translated into ends occur within specific institutional
contexts. What the preceding analysis highlights is that a genderaware policy approach must take account of the gender-relations of
the relevant institutional context within which specific activities are
currently undertaken, and analyse what aspects of these relations
need to be challenged or reproduced, before determining the
possibilities for designing more gender-sensitive policy responses.
Figure 7 places the technical relationships of production within
their social and institutional context. It draws attention to the overall
goals of development, the direct and indirect resources through
which they are achieved, and the importance of taking account of
alternative institutional sites and relationships (markets, households,
communities, states) through which they are achieved. At the
broadest level, the ultimate goal of all human efforts is human wellbeing, where we have defined well-being in terms of three interrelated dimensions: survival, security, and autonomy. The 'means'
available for achieving these ends are the different kinds of resources
that are mobilised through the productive effort. We have classified
them as human resources (human labour, skills and effort), economic
or material resources (financial and productive assets), and intangible
or social resources such as networks of mutual help and solidarity,
political contacts, and organisational capacity. Intangible resources
may be particularly important for the poor, given their lack of
material resources. Human beings thus enter our framework as both
the means and the ends of development.
At the broadest level, a gender-aware approach to policy and
planning requires us first to analyse the institutional mechanisms by
which the different goals of development are being met, focusing on
the gender-linked implications of their production and distributional
practices. Such an analysis will help to clarify the extent to which
institutional processes and outcomes are efficient and equitable.
Secondly, where efficiency or equity goals are not met, such an
analysis will help to identify the sources of the failure and to design
policies and programs which either seek to correct the failure or
provide alternative institutional mechanisms for achieving the
desired goals. An example may help to make this stage clearer.
Suppose the analysis of poverty within a certain context reveals
first of all that the poor belong to landless households and rely on
various forms of self-employment for their survival. Their poverty
reflects not only their lack of productive assets, but also their related
lack of access to financial resources to invest in their businesses.
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Figure 7: Analysing interventions (B)
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Intra-household analysis reveals that while women within the lowincome households contribute to household livelihood strategies,
they are disadvantaged in the distribution of resources within the
household and also face even less favourable terms of access to
financial resources.
Rather than seeking to meet household basic needs directly,
through (for instance) targeted feeding programmes, it is decided
that a more sustainable option would be to improve the productivity
of the poor (and their ability to purchase the direct means for
meeting their basic needs) through the provision of credit. It is quite
clear that conventional financial institutions have failed to deliver
credit to the poor in general and to poor women in particular. Three
alternative responses are possible. One would be to create financial
intermediaries who are able to carry out the outreach work
thatconventional institutions find difficult. This, for instance, was the
strategy adopted by the Working Women's Forum in Madras. A
second would be to provide the backing for the poor to build up their
own resources: Community Development Foundation (Samakhya) in
Hyderabad, for instance, seeks to build thrift and credit co-operatives
for men and women from low-income households. And the third
would be to create alternative financial institutions which sought to
compensate for the exclusionary implications of conventional
banking practices by a new set of rules and procedures which
addressed the specific constraints which women in poverty face. This
is the option represented by the Grameen and SEWA banks. Each of
these options can be seen as an attempt to develop appropriate
institutional responses to the interacting distributional failures of
households and formal financial institutions.
The first stages of policy design are thus identifying problems and
devising appropriate responses. However, there is a further
dimension in the design of policy interventions which relates to
ensuring its effectiveness. Such a dimension is relevant, regardless of
the original rationale for (in this case) ensuring women's access to
credit. Such access could be part of a gender-neutral analysis:
women, as well as men, contribute to household income and hence
women, as well as men, should be given access to credit. It could be
part of a gender-specific analysis: women are more disadvantaged
than men in the distribution of credit and hence special mechanisms
have to be devised to ensure their access. However, if genderrelations are analysed in terms in inequality rather than just
difference, it becomes clear that access does not guarantee control. It
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could well be the case that while credit is successfully delivered to
women, intra-household power relationships mean that men
appropriate these resources, leaving women with the responsibility
for repaying loans. The unequal gender-determined distribution of
resources has been left intact and may even have been exacerbated.
Thus, even at the simplest level of successful credit delivery, a
transformative component will help to ensure that the policy
achieves its aims.
We talked earlier of the distinction between practical genderbased needs and strategic gender-interests. Here we see that the two
become linked once the power dimension of gender-relations is taken
into account. While women may have practical need for credit,
deriving from survival and security considerations, policies that go
beyond a concern with simple delivery mechanisms to considering
ways of increasing women's ability to control resources are
beginning to address their strategic gender-interests.
In the case of credit, a transformative approach would entail
ensuring that women are able to retain control over how credit is
used and how the proceeds from their efforts are distributed. The
transformative element may be the provision of a safe place for
women to keep their savings; it may be building women's sense of
self-worth and self-confidence sufficiently for them to assert their
own rights; it may be building their access to alternative networks as
a way of increasing their bargaining power within the household.
Whatever the specific elements adopted, any element which seeks to
address the unequal distribution of resources, responsibilities, and
power has the potential to transform practical attempts to meet
women's needs into strategic attempts to build women's sense of
autonomy over their own life-choices. Practical gender-needs may
define what priorities are generated by the existing division of
resources and responsibilities; but women's strategic gender-interests
require that these priorities are met in ways that empower women
rather than reinforce their dependence.
Figure 8 makes the point that the design, implementation, and
evaluation of policy interventions must constantly be sensitive to the
operation of intersecting power relations in shaping actual policy
outcomes, and must always ask who is likely to gain from a
particular option and who is likely to lose (which women and which
men). The final diagram in our framework reminds us of the point
made by DAWN: that it must be the needs and interestsof those who
are most disenfranchised that must guide the search for a
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transformative development politics. Figure 9 offers some examples
of the kinds of changes that are likely to transform policies for
meeting women's practical needs into ones which begin to address
their strategic gender-interests. They are only examples; there are no
blueprints for empowerment. But what these examples have in
common is that they expand in some way the space in which women
can come together to analyse, to reflect, and to act to change the
conditions of their lives.
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Men do not appear in this final diagram, except implicitly. All the
changes that we are suggesting will have gender-linked implications
and involve men, but we cannot predict what the implications will
be. The process of empowering women is not a symmetrical one.
While redistribution may threaten men in the short term and even
the medium term, we have no way of knowing what it will bring
about in the longer run. Because there are risks and costs incurred in
any process of change, such change must be believed in, initiated,
and directed by those whose interests it is meant to serve.
Empowerment cannot be given, it must be self-generated. All that a
gender-transformative policy can hope to do is to provide women
with the enabling resources which will allow them to take greater
control of their own lives, to determine what kinds of genderrelations they would want to live within, and to devise the strategies
and alliances to help them get there.

Notes
1 I have benefited considerably from my training collaborations with
a variety of people. In terms of this paper, I owe a special debt to
Ramya Subramaniyam for all her support, ideas, and hard work. I
would also like to thank Alison Evans, Anne Marie Goetz, Shireen
Huq, Deborah Kasente and Maitrayee Mukhopadyay, my most
recent collaborators in gender training. I owe many of the ideas
incorporated in this framework to our work together. The diagrams
which accompany this paper are taken from a chapter on gender
training in my forthcoming book Reversed Realities: Gender Hierarchies
in Development Thought (Verso, 1994).
2 I am using 'community' in a slightly residual sense. After all,
households, local markets, and local administrations are (strictly
speaking) part of the community. However, I am using the term to
cover those institutional structures (village tribunals, nongovernmental organisations, the moral economy, inter-household
relationships) which fall outside the other three. However, the
framework is not intended as a blueprint for analysis, and some
flexibility will have to be allowed for this category.
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Making men an issue:
gender planning for
'the other half
Sarah White, School of Development Studies,
University of East Anglia

Imagine the headlines: Male employees strike for a higher wage. Women
take to the streets to demand government subsidies on food. How are these

actions seen? In both cases, the basic motivation is very much the
same. The men demand higher wages, and the women lower prices,
because they need to feed their families. Their action reflects their
gender-determined roles as fathers and as mothers, the
responsibilities designated to men and women by culture. In both
cases, mobilisation is also along class lines. Strikes or bread riots are
the demands of the poor against the better off. But in media reports,
the two events are seen differently. The men are workers: their action
is seen as an issue of class. The women are mothers: their action is
seen as due to their gender. The two kinds of movements have much
in common, but they are interpreted very differently. As so often,
men are seen to express a general interest, and a political one.
Women are seen to represent a specific interest, which is primarily
personal.
This paper argues that gender-analysis in development has tended
to reinforce this bias. We may discuss whether to call our concerns
WID, WAD, GID, or GAD (women in development; women and
development; gender in development; gender and development), but
the fact is that even if we use the term 'gender', we almost always
talk about it only in relation to women, not men. The paper begins by
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showing how gender is seen as a 'women's issue' and arguing that
this has had some negative outcomes for women. The second section
looks at some examples of how men's gender-linked interests matter
in development. The third section looks at how men's genderinterests may be obstacles to change. This final part considers how
men's gender-interests may provide potential for alliances for
change.
In thinking about gender-planning for men there are broadly two
approaches. The first is to make men more aware about women's
work, rights, exploitation, and claims for change. The second is to
make male gender-identities themselves an issue in development.
While the first of these is vital, it is quite generally accepted. It is
therefore the second, more controversial, approach that is the main
focus of this paper.

Gender as a women's issue
Historically, there are good reasons why the emphasis of genderanalysis in development has been on women. The original concern
was that women had been left out of development planning. As a
result, any new opportunities had been available only to men.
Women had been left worse off in relative terms, or had even
suffered absolute decline, with increased work-loads and decreased
control of resources. The objective of WID policies was to correct this
by 'counting women in'. Studies were commissioned to remedy the
'invisibility' of women. Measures should be taken to bring women
into all levels of the development process: as project participants, as
workers in project and programme implementation, as managers,
and as development planners.
While some battles have been won, this campaign is far from over.
Women and men still participate in development on unequal terms,
with women gaining fewer advantages and bearing more of the
disadvantages. The need is as great now as it has ever been for action
to correct these biases, and to bring change in the structures which
underlie them.
As time goes on, however, the terms of the debate shift. Women
have come to be seen not as a single category, opposed to men, but as
themselves divided in many ways: by class, age, religion, and
ethnicity. This is the reason that Molyneux (1985) introduces the term
'gender-interests' rather than 'women's interests'. She wants to
distinguish the interests that women, or men, have because of their
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gender from those which are due to their class, ethnicity, or other
factors. Molyneux further divides gender-interests into 'strategic' and
'practical'. Women's strategic gender-interests lie in structural
change, not only to improve their position within the existing system,
but actually to change the system itself. Practical gender-interests lie
in achieving incremental improvements within the existing
structures. This analysis has been adapted by Moser (1989) for use as
a tool in gender planning, changing the terminology, and emphasis,
from interests into needs.

Molyneux mentions, but does not follow through, the fact that
men have gender-interests too. In Moser's article, 'gender-needs' are
exclusively women's needs. This is the usage that is followed in
gender and development more broadly. In development planning
and practice, social identities are thus differentiated as follows:
Men

Women

class
ethnicity
religion

class
ethnicity
religion

age

age

urban /rural

urban /rural
gender

Men continue to be seen as the norm, from which women are the
deviation. The fact that women's class-interests are coloured by their
gender is recognised; the fact that men's class-interests are similarly
coloured by gender is not. Studies of national liberation struggles
point out that women often become active because they see the need
to defend their lovers or children — because, that is, of their genderinterests. The way that men's participation also is shaped by cultures
of masculinity and gender-determined roles as fathers, husbands or
lovers, sons and brothers, is not remarked. The purpose of looking at
gender is to see how what appears 'natural' is in fact culturally
constructed. If gender-identities are culturally determined, this
means that they are open to change. Focusing gender-analysis only
on women brings out the cultural basis of female gender-identities,
but leaves the impression that male gender-identities are natural.
This gives them a false stability and security: masculinity is given, it
does not need to be defended or achieved. We forget what we know
full well at another level: that there is immense pressure on boys and
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men to 'be a man', to deny weakness and display strength. Most
importantly, leaving male identities undiscussed as 'natural' misses
the opportunity to assert that they too need to change.
At the project level, this 'one-eyed' view of gender can have some
serious negative outcomes for women. Income-generating projects
provide an obvious example. Women's subordination in the
household, the argument goes, comes from their economic
dependence on men. Since men are the norm, and women the
deviation, the problem for women becomes (in very crude terms) that
they are not men. Women therefore need to become like men,
through generating income by employment or small businesses. All
the change needs to come from women. Because men's genderidentities are not at issue, reproductive labour remains women's
responsibility. Women are thus left to do all that they were already
doing, but with the additional burden of providing income, which
was seen before as a male role. It is a short step from here to women's
'double day'. Men may even come to keep more of their income for
their own use, and contribute less to the support of the family, as
they see their wives taking over more of the providing role. On the
face of it, it often seems that the women are already doing more than
their fair share. It is the men who need to face up to their
responsibilities, not the women who need to take on more.
The fact that male gender-identities are culturally constructed,
rather than 'natural', is clear in the anxiety that surrounds
masculinity. A simple example is dress. In many societies, while
women may wear men's clothes without exciting much comment,
men dressing like women is a cause of embarrassment or
amusement. Similarly, while women may be criticised for being
'mannish' or unfeminine, they may also be praised for 'taking it like a
man'. For men to be likened to women is almost always a form of
abuse: they are 'effeminate', or 'wet'; they fuss like 'old women'; they
are 'tied to her apron strings'. This indicates, of course, the way that
gender expresses social values. Women also may be criticised for
behaving 'just like a woman'; men are rarely criticised (except by
feminists!) for acting 'like a man'. Masculinity and femininity are not,
then, 'about' men and women in any straightforward way. They are
cultural values, not descriptions of what men or women are actually
like. As a value, masculinity is available to women as well as men. It
was, for example, during Margaret Thatcher's time as Prime Minister
in the UK that the term 'wets' was coined for those members of the
Conservative Party who did not agree with her hard line.
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How men's gender-interests matter
A gender-analysis which focuses on women alone is incomplete. If
gender is about relations between men and women, then the male
side of the equation must also be taken into account. If women's
gender-identities are to be changed, then men's must change also.
This section looks at a number of examples in development in which
men's gender interests are clearly part of the problem.

HIV/AIDS
It is widely recognised that for women in many cultures it is
important to have children (especially sons) to gain status in families
and wider society. In Bangladesh, for example, infertility (which is
almost always assumed to be the woman's problem) is recognised as
a legitimate reason for divorce. What has been given less attention is
that 'manhood' is also often proved by having large numbers of
children, or by men's demonstrating sexual potency with a number
of different women. This is the case, for example, in Zambia. (If
anyone has doubts about the link between gender and power, a short
meditation on the term 'impotent' should quickly dispel them.).
HIV/AIDS is now a pressing development problem in almost all
parts of the world. Either as sex workers or as wives, women are
typically in a subordinate position to men. Their need for income or
other forms of support makes it difficult for them to refuse
penetration or insist that men wear condoms during intercourse. In
addition, focusing HIV/AIDS campaigns on women, particularly on
sex workers, may simply magnify the stigma against them and so
intensify their disempowerment.
NGOs working on HIV/AIDS are now beginning to recognise that
male clients must therefore be the prime target for campaigns to
increase the use of condoms. More generally, it is difficult to see how
the spread of HIV/AIDS will be controlled without some reworking
of male gender-identities with respect to sexuality. So long as
'manhood' is 'proved' by men having multiple sexual partners, and
sex itself is defined primarily as penetration, the spread of
HIV/AIDS seems unlikely to be controlled. Of course there is need
for work also with women, so that they are empowered to be able to
say 'no'. But simultaneously work needs to be done with men, to
redefine notions of 'manhood' in ways that are less hazardous to
health, and founded on notions nearer to complementarity between
men and women, rather than male dominance.
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Domestic labour
Some African male students, taking a course in Britain this year,
remarked that they felt sorry for British men: they were dominated
by women, proved by the fact that they did the washing up! In many
societies, little boys at quite a young age begin to distance themselves
from the 'women's work' of reproductive labour. Adult men feel it is
their 'right' to have the house clean and the dinner prepared and
ready when they come home. They may face mockery from other
men — or women — if they are seen to be 'soft' on their wives; status
in the community may depend on being 'the one who wears the
trousers' at home. Cultural ideals of manhood, allied with simple
self-interest, thus mean that men often resist any moves to get them
to share in domestic work.
Such moves on the part of women do not necessarily reflect
strategic objectives. If they are still seen in terms of a husband
'helping out' his wife with 'her' housework, they do not challenge the
overall construction of the gender-determined division of labour.
Even when the occasion for asking men to do some domestic work is
that the wife has taken a job outside the home, this does not
necessarily signal a structural change in gender-relations. So long as
her employment is seen in terms of her responsibilities as mother and
her income is classed as 'supplementary' to his, the foundation of
existing gender-norms can be preserved. Again, if domestic labour is
to be more equally shared, women clearly need to be empowered so
that they can resist notions that this is 'their' work. But this will be an
uphill task unless simultaneously work is done with men, to
deconstruct notions that 'real men' do not do housework.
Household budgeting
The gender and development literature contains many examples
where women in fact contribute to the household income, but their
contribution is not recognised. In the Philippines, an NGO was doing
a study of household budgeting. A male member of the group was
asked about his household's finances. The income was equal to only
half of the expenditure. Cautiously, the NGO worker suggested that
perhaps his wife also earned some income. The man was enraged: he
was the man of the house, he was the sole provider. He was the only
one with capital — water buffaloes and coconut palms — with which
to support the family. His wife, sitting nearby, signalled the NGO
worker to let it go. A few days later, the worker returned. This time
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the man was absent, and the wife spoke to the visitor. She had been
thinking about how the family managed. Up to then, she also had
believed that her husband provided most of the family income. But
when they had done the accounts, she had seen it was not so.
Each morning, she said, she took on credit one kilo of flour and
some sugar from the co-operative store. She made some cheap bread,
shakois, and took it to the school gates to sell. In the evening she
returned the flour and sugar to the store, and kept the income for
housekeeping. Twice a week, on market days, she took two kilos of
flour, and sold the shakois in the market-place. She had no capital, so
had not thought of the income as significant. Now she realised that in
fact it came to as much as her husband provided. None of the income
from the coconut wine went on the housekeeping anyway: he kept
that for his own gambling and cigarettes. Even when the woman
saw, however, that she contributed as much income to the household
as her husband did, she chose not to confront him. She knew that his
idea of himself, as a man, was founded in his being the main provider.
Although she did not phrase it in this way, this woman took into
account her husband's gender-interests and decided it was in her
own gender-interests not to threaten them. Whatever we may think
of her decision, this example suggests that in practice women projectparticipants, and many NGOs at the community level, are taking
account of men's gender-interests. If we are to be responsive to
'bottom-up' initiatives, this suggests that male gender-interests
should also be incorporated in gender-analysis at the planning level.
Domestic violence
A final, and controversial, example of the importance of taking male
gender-interests into account is domestic violence. A woman I knew
in a village in Bangladesh was beaten severely by her husband for
suggesting that he should have repaired the roof of their house
himself, rather than hiring a labourer to do the work while he sat
idle. In daring to criticise him, she had challenged his genderdetermined right to decide how to use 'his' money and time, and his
authority as male head of household.
Violence is clearly a form of power, and male violence against
women reflects structural relations of power between men and
women in society. At the same time, however, resorting to violence is
also a sign of weakness. Where power is successfully expressed, it is
so all-encompassing that conflicts are completely submerged (see, for
example, Lukes 1974). It is when state legitimacy fragments that
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movements of armed struggle arise against it and the state responds
with militarisation and terror. While on the one hand male violence
against women expresses the structural power in gender-relations, on
the other hand it may be an expression of disempowerment. It is
recognised, for example, that men who are humiliated outside the
home, through class or ethnicity at work, or unemployment, often
take their shame out on the women at home. There, at least, they can
show who is the man.
Many NGO women's groups are mobilising to strengthen women
collectively to resist domestic violence and to put pressure on the
men to stop. Alongside such moves, there must be a need to work
with men collectively to recover the view (present in many cultures)
that domestic violence is a matter of shame, a failure of 'manhood'. If
this were so, men would lose face in relation to other men, and
perhaps risk severe sanctions within male culture if they were violent
towards their families. Finally, domestic violence shows up clearly
how exploitation by class or ethnicity has a gender-linked aspect for
men, as much as for women. Where male violence is rooted in this
wider experience of humiliation, understanding this may help NGOs
to work with men to learn to use their negative energy to address this
root problem, rather than displacing their frustration into violence at
home.

Men's gender-interests as obstacles to change
Failing to take account of men's gender-interests results in
underestimating the forces against change. The conflicts and
resistance that women face in achieving structural change arise at
least in part from the contradictory gender interests of men. Men's
subordination of women is not just 'there': it is actively produced and
reproduced because it serves people's interests. This is the reason for the

gorgon-like quality of women's subordination: as you cut off one
head, another more terrible grows in its place. There are multiple
examples of what Elson and Pearson (1984) have called the
'decomposition and recomposition' of gender-relations. The original
patterns of male and female identities do change, but in the new
arrangement men still come out on top. Women's education is seen
as positive, for example, and their low levels of education as an
aspect of subordination. But Ursula Sharma (1985) reports that in
India, women are gaining education and then having to stay
unmarried as they become the main economic contributor to their
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parental household. This allows older brothers to develop their own
families and careers, while the women stay at home to support their
younger brothers and sisters.
Like women's, men's gender-interests may take both practical and
strategic forms. In many cultures, men are seen as the main providers
and protectors of the family. Their 'manhood' depends on being able
to fulfil these roles, both in terms of their sense of themselves, and in
the estimation of the community. Men therefore have practical
gender-interests in being able to meet these expectations. As in the
case of men's demands for higher wages, and women's for lower
prices, women's and men's practical gender-interests may be at
points complementary. Each side accepts its allotted role and
manoeuvres so as to be able to fulfil it better. There is need for
caution here, however. Historically, working men have tended to
defend gender-linked differentials in pay and privileges, despite the
fact that their wives might be employed, and the fact that better
conditions for women would help the household as a whole.
Taking into account male gender-interests restores the political in
the personal. It is common, for example, to find that men get better
access than women to credit or other development resources which
are distributed through predominantly male bureaucracies. This is
typically explained as a technical failure to take account of women.
Seeing it instead as evidence of male gender-interests might help to
understand better the resilience and resistance to change of such
patterns. In general, then, men's practical gender interests are found
to be in contradiction to women's. The examples in the previous
section provide several instances of this.
The notion of men's strategic gender-interests is more complex
than that of women's. In the first place, men may have interests not
simply in preserving the existing system, but in re-shaping it to
increase their power. The moves spearheaded by President Zia Ul
Huq in the late 1970s and 1980s towards the establishment of an
Islamic state in Pakistan provide an example of this. Following the
familiar pattern in which male gender-interests are veiled in 'general'
terms, this was presented primarily as an issue affecting the
community, not relations between men and women. It did, however,
represent some very significant reworking of the existing order of
things which left women structurally much worse off. Under the
banner of a campaign for 'public morality', women's freedom of
movement was curtailed. Under the Law of Evidence, 1984, women's
evidence in court was made to count for only one half that of men's.
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The Hudood Ordinance, 1979, made sex outside marriage a crime
against the state. Charges of rape could be substantiated only by the
evidence of four male eyewitnesses. Women who alleged rape could
find themselves in the dock on a charge of adultery instead (Mamtaz
and Shaheed, 1987).
This example makes clear that men, like women, may not share a
vision of their strategic gender-interests, nor prioritise these above
others. The shifts towards an Islamic state in Pakistan were resisted
by many men, who rightly perceived them as a move of one political
faction to consolidate its power. The restructuring of gender-relations
to intensify male dominance was also opposed by many men, who
favoured the maintenance of existing patterns, or even their
liberalisation. From this point the possibility opens up that some men
may actually choose strategically to fight against the dominant model
of gender-relations and be ready to build alliances with feminists to
bring about change.

Men's gender-interests as a basis for change
Where male gender-interests are understood as pitted against female
interests, the potential for alliance between men and women on
gender lines may seem small. Men benefit from overall male
dominance, so why should they wish to challenge it? One part of the
answer is given by Connell (1987), who points out that gender forms
the basis of hierarchies not only between men and women, but also
between men and men. Gay men, for example, tend to rank lowest on
the scale of masculinity, as heterosexual potency is an important
defining characteristic of a 'real man'. More broadly than this, we fail
to understand the power dimensions of gender-relations if we see
them simply in terms of giving men structural dominance over
women. The dominance of men over women is also related to the
dominance of some men over other men. This is present in most
societies, though in some it is more obvious than in others. A very
clear example is the case of the Lele, described in the 1950s by Mary
Douglas. In Lele society, male 'elders' demonstrated their status by
having several wives working to support them. Of course this does
express power-relations between men and women, but the system as
a whole is also about social ranking between men and men.
If gender establishes a hierarchy between men, this means that
some men are actually disadvantaged by the existing system. In the
case of the Lele, young men were opposed to older men, who took
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young women as wives and so restricted the younger men's access to
women. (What the women felt about this is also an issue, but it is not
the only issue!). The younger men clearly have different interests
from the women, but their common subordination to the older men
could give them a basis for alliance. This would be what Kate Young
(1988:12) calls an alliance based not on 'identity of position', but on
'affinities in position'.
Distinguishing between cultural ideals of masculinity and the
reality similarly opens up the possibility that men may choose to opt
out of the demands that 'masculine' ideals bring. Men who come
closer to the cultural ideal of femininity — of being nurturing,
sensitive, emotional, and gentle — may suffer considerably in being
unable to meet society's expectations of men. They may feel
oppressed by the need to have a career, to be competitive and
ambitious, not to talk about their emotions, to spend much time away
from home while their children are growing up. Even men who can
'succeed' in the masculinity stakes may wish to have women as equal
partners, and see the existing culture of gender as limiting the
development of full human potential. Although building alliances
with men goes against most feminist thinking on gender, it does have
precedents. Men were prominent among early reformers concerned
with 'the status of women' in India, for example. It is also widely
recognised that, more often than not, the leaders in class struggles
come from relatively privileged backgrounds. Most of the
revolutionary struggles of this century have been led by people
making an option for the poor against their own class interests. It is
to be hoped, however, that, in the case of gender-analysis in
development, 'bringing men in' would not mean surrendering the
leadership to them.

Conclusion
Whether they are complementary or in contradiction, women's
gender-interests clearly exist fundamentally in relation to men's.
Expanding the cultural room for manoeuvre for women must be
complemented by expanding the scope of possibilities for men. This
is so, whether men are seen as 'the problem', obstructing women's
development, or as also 'having problems' in the current genderculture. In a strategic perspective for structural transformation, men,
at least as much as women, must become the subjects of change.
Gender is a 'women's issue', but it is not just a women's issue. Nor
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is it the only women's issue, for class, ethnicity, age, and disability
affect women just as they affect men in ways that are determined by
their gender. Focusing on gender in relation only to women
reinforces the fact that women are sidelined from 'mainstream'
affairs. It also lets masculinity too easily off the hook. We need to take
masculinity apart, to de-construct it, to identify its weaknesses and
contradictions, not to reinforce male dominance by identifying male
gender-identities as natural, impregnable, and beyond hope of
change.
The argument of this paper is that we need to work with men on
gender, as well as with women, if the existing relations of domination
are to be transformed. This is not a softening of the line, a
depoliticising of gender to call for conciliation rather than conflict.
Rather, it is a call to take the battle forward behind the enemy lines,
and be prepared to find there perhaps unexpected allies.
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